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ABSTRACT
We present the Feasible Label Routing (FLR) protocol for
mobile ad hoc networks, which uses path information to es-
tablish routes to destinations on demand. FLR enables loop-
free incremental (hop-by-hop) routing of data packets using
only the addresses of their destinations. Like the dynamic
source routing (DSR) protocol, FLR avoids the need for any
time-stamps or sequence numbers by the use of path vectors
exchanged when routes are established or repaired. Instan-
taneous loop freedom is attained by using path information
for a destination as labels with which routers are ordered
lexicographically with respect to the destination, i.e., FLR
ensures that the labels of routers for a given destination be-
come “smaller” the closer they are to the destination. Sim-
ulation experiments in Qualnet show that the performance
of FLR is far better than the performance of the ad-hoc
on-demand distance vector (AODV) protocol, the dynamic
source routing (DSR) protocol, and the optimized link state
routing (OLSR) protocol, in terms of the packet delivery
ratio and average delivery latencies achieved, as well as the
overhead incurred in the network.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless
communication—ad hoc networks; C.2.2 [Network Pro-
tocols]: Routing protocols—On demand

General Terms
Algorithms.

Keywords
routing, loop-free, ad hoc network, routing invariant, path
information.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many routing protocols have been proposed for mobile

ad hoc networks (MANET). Pro-active protocols maintain
routes to every possible destination in the network. These
protocols include the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR)
protocol [1], the Destination Sequenced Distance Vector Rout-
ing (DSDV) protocol [10], Source Tree Adaptive Routing
(STAR) [5], and Topology Broadcast Reverse Path Forward-
ing (TBRPF) [8]. On-demand protocols establish routes
only to those destinations for which there is traffic, and
ensure loop freedom at every instant to minimize control
overhead. Examples of these protocols are the Ad hoc On-
demand Distance Vector (AODV) [11], Dynamic Source Rout-
ing (DSR) [7], and the Temporally Ordered Routing Al-
gorithm (TORA) [9]. All on-demand protocols attempt
to maintain loop-free routing tables, because routing loops
could lead to excessive signaling overhead trying to repair
loopy routes. The three basic approaches used in on-demand
protocols to eliminate loops are nodal synchronization, des-
tination sequence numbers, and source routing.

The temporally-ordered routing algorithm (TORA) uses a
link-reversal algorithm [2] to maintain one or more loop-free
paths created with a query-reply process similar to that used
in DSR and AODV. However, TORA and other protocols
using nodal synchronization over multiple hops [13] incur
excessive overhead.

AODV uses per-destination sequence numbers to maintain
loop freedom. The sequence number carried in a route re-
quest ensures that it elicits only fresher route replies with an
equal or higher sequence number. After a link failure, a node
increases its sequence number for a destination and invali-
dates the route. Error updates can be sent unreliably, be-
cause increasing the sequence number invalidates the route
entry of all upstream nodes. The key limitation with this is
that it prevents responses from nodes that are closer to the
destination but have an older sequence number, even if they
have a valid loop-free path to the destination. Consequently,
the likelihood that the destination itself must resolve a route
request is high, because the destination is the only node that
can increase its own sequence number.

The Labeled Distance Routing (LDR) protocol [4] was re-
cently proposed to improve on the way in which AODV uses
sequence numbers. LDR is an on-demand routing protocol
based on a dual invariant consisting of destination sequence
numbers and feasible distances [3]. A feasible distance in
LDR roughly corresponds to the smallest distance to a des-
tination attained by a node for its current sequence num-
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ber for the destination. The destination sequence number
is used to “reset” the distance to a destination, i.e., to al-
low a node to accept a next hop that reported a distance
larger than the node’s feasible distance. Using feasible dis-
tances in LDR makes it more likely for nodes other than the
destination to resolve route requests, which improves the
performance significantly [4].

DSR is a well-known known example of using path in-
formation on demand to avoid looping in MANETs. DSR
enforces loop-free routes to a destination by carrying the
path traversed in the route request and the reverse path
is then used to source route data packets to the destina-
tion. After a link failure, reliable error updates are sent
to the source, so that a new route can be searched. The
limitation with this approach is that data-packet headers
must specify source routes to avoid loops, which incurs ad-
ditional processing overhead for each data packet. Packet
salvaging can be used in DSR to recover from link failures
locally by re-routing data packets along an alternative source
route; however, this approach may result in the formation of
temporary loops, and requires a mechanism to detect data
packets flowing over those loops. An implicit source rout-
ing approach [6] has also been proposed to reduce the extra
overhead of source routes in data packets by carrying flow
Id’s instead of the entire source route. However, this scheme
still requires additional per-packet processing of IP option
headers, and loops formed are detected by using the time-
to-live (ttl) of the data packets. Although several variants
on the use of path information in on-demand routing pro-
tocols have been proposed (e.g., [14, 15, 16]), they require
packet headers to specify source routes or the path traversed
to avoid looping.

Using path information in an on-demand routing protocol
offers an alternative to using destination sequence numbers
that must be frequently “reset” by the destinations, as well
as to synchronizing the routing-table update steps of several
nodes, which has been shown to incur even more overhead
than reseting destination sequence numbers. However, none
of the on-demand routing protocols based on path infor-
mation proposed to date are able to support instantaneous
loop-free routing when data packets are forwarded incre-
mentally (i.e., hop by hop) using only the addresses of their
destinations. This constitutes the motivation for the work
presented in this paper, which provides the following key
contributions:

• Extending the notion of “feasible distances” (used in
the past in such protocols as the diffusing update algo-
rithm (DUAL) [3] and more recently the labeled dis-
tance routing (LDR) protocol [4]) to the concept of
feasible labels, such that nodes are lexicographically or-
dered for a given destination according to their paths
to the destination.

• Introducing and proving sufficient conditions for loop
freedom based on feasible labels corresponding to path
information to destinations, which can be applied to
other routing protocols in the future.

• Presenting the Feasible Label Routing (FLR) protocol,
which is the first on-demand routing protocol that uses
path information only in its signaling, while support-
ing loop-free incremental forwarding of data packets
when the header of each data packet simply states the
address of the intended destination.

In a nutshell, just as AODV orders nodes according to
increasing sequence numbers to a destination, and DUAL
orders nodes according to decreasing feasible distances to
a destination, FLR orders nodes according to labels that
become lexicographically smaller as the destination is ap-
proached. FLR achieves this using route requests, route
replies, and route errors that carry path information and
are similar to the messaging structure of other on-demand
routing protocols.

In FLR, each node maintains a label for a destination for
which it needs to forward traffic, where a label is simply a
path to a destination. The feasible label of a node for a des-
tination is simply the lexicographically smallest path to the
destination attained by the node since the last time it had
to send route errors to its neighbors. A node can accept a
route reply for a destination generated by the destination
or any intermediate node if the label to the destination ad-
vertised in the reply is “smaller” than the feasible label at
the node that issued the route request. Hence, to realize in-
stantaneous loop freedom in FLR, route requests carry the
minimum feasible label that must be satisfied by the node
issuing a route reply, and a route reply carries the current
label of the node forwarding the reply.

Section 2 presents sufficient conditions for loop-free rout-
ing using feasible labels. Section 3 describes FLR and several
optimizations. Section 4 summarizes how some of our results
could be used to enhance AODV and DSR. Section 5 shows
an example of FLR in operation. Section 6 analyzes the in-
stantaneous loop freedom of FLR. Section 7 compares the
performance of FLR against AODV and DSR, which are two
popular on-demand protocols, and OLSR, which is a popu-
lar pro-active protocol. The results show that FLR attains
far better performance than DSR, AODV, and OLSR, in
terms of end-to-end delays, packet-delivery ratios, and con-
trol overhead. Section 8 provides our concluding remarks.

2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR LOOP
FREEDOM USING LABELS

We specify and prove new sufficient conditions for loop-
free routing that are applicable to on-demand and pro-active
routing protocols based on path information. These condi-
tions extend the notion of ordering distances to a destina-
tion, such that nodes closer to the destination have shorter
distances to it, into the notion of ordering the paths to a
destination lexicographically, so that nodes closer to the des-
tination have labels representing their paths that are lexico-
graphically smaller.

Table 1 summarizes the terminology used to describe the
sufficient conditions for loop-free routing, as well as to spec-
ify FLR in the next section. The values of labels, link costs,
or routing-table entries are functions of time, but the time
for which the values of such functions apply are specified
only when needed.

A label L of size n, n ≥ 0, is an ordered sequence of unique
elements {e1(L), e2(L), ..., en−1(L), en(L)}, where each ele-
ment ei(L) ∈ L consists of a valid node identifier (denoted
by eidi (L)) and the cost of the link from ei(L) to ei+1(L)
(denoted by eci (L)). For the last element of L, ecn(L) = 0.

The label of node B for destination D is denoted LB
D, and

LA
DB denotes the label for destination D reported by node B

and stored by node A. In a routing protocol based on path
information, when node A chooses node B as its successor
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for destination D, the path from A to D consists of the
concatenation of the link from A to B with the path from B
to D. Hence, if we denote the concatenation of two labels L1

and L2 by L1⊕L2, if node A chooses node B as its successor
to destination D, its label equals LA

D = (A, cAB) ⊕ LA
DB ,

where cAB is the cost of the link from A to B.
The weight of a label L of size n ≥ 0 is denoted by the

function W (L), where 0 ≤W (L) ≤ ∞, and is defined by

W (L) =

�
∞ if n = 0� n

i=1 e
c
i (L) otherwise

(1)

Relational operators on two labels L1 and L2 of sizes n1

and n2, respectively, are defined as follows:

L1 = L2 if �� � W (L1) = W (L2) ∧

{ n1 = n2 ∧

( eidj (L1) = eidj (L2) ∀j | 1 ≤ j ≤ n1) }

(2)

L1 > L2 if
������
����
�
W (L1) > W (L2)∨

( W (L1) = W (L2) ∧ n1 > n2 ) ∨

{ (W (L1) = W (L2) ∧ n1 = n2) ∧

( ∃j | { 0 < j ≤ n1 ∧ (eidj (L1) > eidj (L2)) ∧

( eidh (L1) = eidh (L2) ∀ h | j + 1 ≤ h ≤ n1) } ) }

L1 < L2 if
������
����
�
W (L1) < W (L2) ∨

{ W (L1) = W (L2) ∧ n1 < n2 } ∨

{ ( W (L1) = W (L2) ) ∧ (n1 = n2) ∧

(∃j | { 0 < j ≤ n1 ∧ ( eidj (L1) < eidj (L2) ) ∧

( eidh (L1) = eidh (L2) ∀ h | j + 1 ≤ h ≤ n1 ) } ) }

The following sufficient conditions for loop-free routing
using labels extend the conditions introduced for DUAL,
which were based on distances to destinations [3]. The new
conditions assume that (a) nodes communicate to neighbors
their labels to destinations pro-actively or on demand, and
(b) each node maintains a routing table specifying the next
hop(s) to some or all destinations in the network, and the
labels notified by other nodes for some or all destinations.

The label reported by node B for destinationD and stored
at node A is denoted by LA

DB, and L∗A
D and L∗A

DB denote the
minimum values attained by LA

D and LA
DB, respectively.

Feasible Label Condition (FLC): Node A can make node
B its successor for destination D after processing an input
event if LA

DB < L∗A
D . If no neighbor exists with a smaller

reported label than L∗A
D , then node A must keep its current

successor if it has any.

Extended Label Condition (ELC): Node A can make node
B its successor for destination D after processing an input
event if (A, cAB) ⊕ LA

DB < L∗A
D , where (A, cAB) states the

identifier of A and the cost of the link from A to B. If no
neighbor exists with a smaller reported label than L∗A

D , then
node A must keep its current successor if it has any.

Next-hop Label Condition (NLC): Node A can make node
B its successor for destination D after processing an input
event if LA

DB < L∗A
DS, where S is node A’s current successor

to destination D. If no neighbor exists with a smaller re-
ported label than L∗A

DS, then node A must keep its current
successor if it has any.

Table 1: Terminology
Notation Description
LA
D The stored label for destination D at node A.

sAD The successor for destination D at node A.
L∞ An invalid route or a label of infinite cost.
FLA

D The smallest label assigned by node A for D
since A sent its last route error for D.

PSA
D The set of neighbors of node A to whom

node A has sent RREPs for D.
cAB The cost of the link from node A to neighbor B.
rep Superscript used for variables in a route reply.
req Superscript used for variables in a route request.
rtAD The state of the routing-table entry for D

at node A. Either null (φ), valid , or invalid.

Theorem 1. Using FLC whenever nodes choose their suc-
cessors to destination D is sufficient to ensure that no routing-
table loops are created for destination D.

Proof. FLC is equivalent to SNC from DUAL, which is
shown to be loop-free [see [3], Theorem 1, pp. 132ff]. FLC
uses feasible labels, which simply extrapolate the ordering
properties of feasible distances used in DUAL by using the
relational operators on labels stated in Eq. 2.

As Theorem 1 shows, using FLC guarantees that routing-
table loops are not created, and the other conditions can also
be shown to be sufficient to ensure loop-free routing using
labels. However, nodes must keep choosing as successors
to destinations those neighbors that offer labels that are
always “smaller” than the smallest labels they have attained.
Consequently, even if there are physical paths from node A
to destination D, it is possible for node A to be unable to
pick any neighbor as successor to D if FLA

D is not larger
than any label reported by a neighbor of node A.

In practice, additional mechanisms are needed together
with one of the sufficient conditions for loop freedom stated
above to allow nodes to increase their feasible labels to des-
tinations safely (without causing loops). One approach to
allowing a node to safely increase its feasible label for a des-
tination would be the use of diffusing computations as in
DUAL or ROAM [13]. However, a diffusing computation
requires the origin of the computation to coordinate the up-
dating of its successor for a given destination with nodes
many hops away whose paths to the destination include the
origin of the computation. The next section introduces FLR,
which implements much more efficient mechanisms for al-
lowing nodes to increase their feasible labels to destinations,
without creating routing-table loops.

3. FEASIBLE LABEL ROUTING
PROTOCOL (FLR)

3.1 Principles of Operation
FLR uses route request (RREQ), route reply (RREP),

and route error (RERR) messages similar to that of other
on-demand routing protocols. The routing-table entry at
nodeA for destinationD includes the current label (LA

D), the
feasible label (FLA

D), the successor (sAD), and the predecessor
set for D (PSA

D). Labels are as defined in Section 2, and
FLA

D is the lexicographically smallest label that node A has
obtained for D since it sent its last RERR for D. PSA

D
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is the set of predecessors for destination D, which are those
neighbors of node A to whom node A has sent RREPs for D.
The superscripts req and rep are used for variables included
in a RREQ and RREP, respectively.

FLR is based on the following four rules (called condi-
tions), which apply for a given destination D independently
of other destinations. These rules are used to implement
FLC in an on-demand routing context and to permit nodes
to increase their feasible labels when needed, without caus-
ing routing-table loops. The rules make use of the minimum
feasible label of any of the nodes that relayed or originated
a RREQ for destination D (denoted by MFLreq

D ), the path
traversed by the RREQ (denoted pathreq

D ), and the current
label of the node that transmits a RREP for D (denoted by
Lrep

D ).

ALC: (Accept Label Condition). When node A receives a
RREP from node B for destination D, then

If No Local Repair Used:
Node A sets sAD ← B if LA

D = L∞ or (LA
D 6= L∞ and

(A, cAB)⊕ L
rep
D < LA

D and L
rep
D < FLA

D) .

If Local Repair Used:
Node A sets sAD ← B if ((A, cAB) ⊕ L

rep
D < LA

D and

L
rep
D < FLA

D). Node A sends a RERR reliably to its

neighbors in PSA
D and then sets sAD ← B and PSA

D ← φ

if ((A, cAB)⊕ L
rep
D < LA

D and L
rep
D 6< FLA

D).

SLC: (Start Label Condition). Node I can issue a RREP re-
sponding to a RREQ for destination D if I has an active
route to D and LI

D < MFL
req
D .

MLC: (Minimum Label Condition). If node A relays a RREP
for destination D, it sets L

rep
D = LA

D . Node A relays a

RREQ for destination D only if A 6∈ path
req
D and sets

MFL
req
D = min{MFL

req
D , FLA

D}.

RLC: (Reset Label Condition). If node A must change sAD,

then it sets LA
D ← L∞ and

If No Local Repair Used: Node A sends a RERR reliably
to its neighbors in PSA

D before setting PSA
D ← φ and

sending a RREQ for D with MFL
req
D = FLA

D.

If Local Repair Used:
Node A sends a RREQ containing MFL

req
D = FLA

D.

When no local repairs are used, nodeA first sends a RERR
to block those neighbors using A as next hop to D with a
reliable RERR, and then it attempts to obtain a new next
hop to D with a RREQ (RLC). A RREQ traverses loop free
paths and carries the minimum feasible label of any of its
relays (MLC), and only a node with a label strictly smaller
than the minimum feasible label of the RREQ can create
a RREP (SLC). If local repairs are used, node A attempts
to obtain a new successor with a label smaller than its own
feasible label, and blocks those neighbors using A as next
hop to D with a reliable RERR if no such neighbor is found
and its feasible label has to be changed.

3.2 Information Stored and Exchanged
The routing information used by nodes running FLR is

maintained in the routing table. The routing-table entry
for a destination D at a given node A specifies: (a) The
successor to D (sAD), (b) the predecessor set for D (PSA

D),
(c) the current path label (LA

D), and (d) the feasible label
for D (FLA

D).
A RREQ consists of the tuple {dst, src, reqid, MFLreq

dst ,
pathreq

dst}, where src is the identifier of the source of the

RREQ seeking a path to the destination dst. The reqid is
an identifier assigned by src to the RREQ, such that the
pair (src, reqid) is unique. The pathreq

dst field is a list of
{id, c} pairs specifying the nodes (id) that were traversed
by the RREQ and the associated link cost c of each hop.

A RREP consists of the tuple {dst, src, Lrep
dst , ttl, path

rep
dst}.

The field src specifies the origin of the RREQ that caused
the RREP. The field ttl is the time remaining for the route
to dst at the node transmitting the RREP. The label Lrep

dst

is the current label of the node transmitting the RREP. The
field pathrep

D is a list of {id, c} pairs specifying the nodes
(id) that were traversed by the RREQ that originated the
RREP and the associated link cost c of each link.

A RERR message consists of the tuple {orig, reset}. The
field orig is the node generating the route error message.
The field reset is the list of destinations for which the origin
of the RERR must reset its feasible label, and informs the
recipients of the RERR that its origin needs a new route for
each destination listed in reset.

3.3 Basic Route Maintenance

3.3.1 Initiating a RREQ
Node A is said to be active for the route computation for

destination D (i.e., the RREQ) that is uniquely identified
by the pair (A, IDA). A node can be the origin of at most
one RREQ for the same destination at any given time. The
RREQ (A, IDA) terminates when either node A attains a
feasible label for destination D (by receiving a RREP for its
RREQ or otherwise) or the timer for its RREQ expires.

A node A that requires a route for destination D buffers
the data packets if it is active for destination D. Otherwise,
it issues a RREQ {D, A, reqid = IDA, MFLreq

dst , path
req
D }

by setting IDA ← incremented request counter; reqid ←
IDA; MFLreq

D ← FLA
D; path ← φ; and RREQ timer ←

(2.ttl.latency), where ttl is the time-to-live of the broadcast
flood and latency is the estimated per-hop latency of the
network.

If node A receives no RREP for destination D after the
expiry of its timer for RREQ (A, IDA), it retries a new
RREQ with an increased ttl. If after a number of attempts
node A does not receive a RREP, a failure is reported to the
upper layer. The number of hops that a RREQ can traverse
is controlled externally from the RREQ bymeans of the TTL
field of the IP packet in which a RREQ is encapsulated, or
by other means.

3.3.2 Relaying RREQs
A node relaying a RREQ originated by another node is

said to be engaged in the RREQ. A node may be engaged in
multiple RREQs for the same destination, and a node that
engaged in a RREQ maintains no explicit state for it.

When node B receives RREQ {D, A, reqid = IDA,
MFLreq

dst , pathreq
D }, it first determines its own status for

(A, IDA). If B is active (i.e., B = A) or engaged (i.e., B
is listed in pathreq

D ) in the computation (A, IDA), it silently
drops the RREQ. Otherwise, node B is said to be passive.
If this is the case and SLC is satisfied (i.e., LB

D < MFLreq
D ),

then node B issues a RREP (Section 3.3.4). Else, if SLC
is not satisfied, node B relays the RREQ with MFLreq

D ←
min{FLB

D, MFLreq
D } and pathreq

D ← (B, cBD)⊕ pathreq
D .
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3.3.3 Route Failures
Node A sets PSA

D ← φ, sAD ← nil, LA
D ← L∞ if no

data packets have been forwarded using this route entry for
active route time seconds.

Node A carries out the following steps if its predecessor
set (PSA

D) is not empty and either node A receives a link-
level notification that its link to sAD has failed, or node A
receives a RERR from sAD:

No Local Repair Used: Node A sends a RERR reliably
to all the nodes in PSA

D, sets PSA
D ← φ, and after taking

those steps it sends a RREQ for D (Section 3.3.1) if node A
is a source of data packets for D.

Local Repair Used: Node A originates a RREQ for D
(Section 3.3.1) and waits for a RREP. If node A receives a
RREP for D, then it proceeds as stated in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.4 Initiating and Processing RREPs
When node I processes RREQ {D, A, reqid = IDA,

MFLreq
D , pathreq

D } and SLC is satisfied (i.e., LI
D < MFLreq

D ),
it issues a RREP {D, src, Lrep

D , ttl, pathrep
D } where Lrep

D ←
LI

D. The destination or the intermediate node initiating the
reply sets pathrep

D to the reverse path pathreq
D traversed by

the RREQ.
If node A receives RREP {D, src = S, Lrep

D , ttl, pathrep
D },

it determines if it is the source S of the RREQ that caused
the RREP. If so, it proceeds as Section 3.3.5 describes. If
A 6= S, then it updates its routing table as Section 3.3.5
states, and forwards the RREP along pathrep

D setting Lrep
D ←

LA
D. Node A also adds the next hop of the RREP, B, to

PSA
D.

3.3.5 Adding and Updating Routes
By definition, if node A has no routing-table entry for

destination D, its label and feasible label for D are assumed
to have infinite cost. If link (A, B) changes its cost cAB , then
for each destination D for which sAD = B, node A updates
cAB in LA

D and FLA
D ← min{FLA

D, LA
D}.

When Node A receives RREP {D, S, Lrep
D , ttl, pathrep

D }
from neighbor B, then it sets a temporary label TLA

D ←
(A, cAB)⊕ Lrep

D and carries out the following steps:
No Local Repair Used: If LA

D =L∞ or LA
D 6= L∞∧ TLA

D <
LA

D∧L
A
rep <FLA

D, then node A sets sAD ← B, LA
D ← TLA

D,

and FLA
D ← min{FLA

D, TLA
D}.

Local Repair Used:
1. If Lrep

D < FLA
D and LA

D > TLA
D, then node A sets

LA
D ← TLA

D, FLA
D ← min{FLA

D, TLA
D}, and sAD ← B.

2. If Lrep
D 6< FLA

D and LA
D = L∞, then node A sends

a RERR reliably to all the nodes in PSA
D, and then

sets PSA
D ← φ, sAD ← B, LA

D ← TLA
D, and FLA

D ←
min{FLA

D, TLA
D}.

3.4 Route Maintenance Optimizations
Several optimizations can be added to FLR’s basic oper-

ation, in terms of how cached labels and path information
included in RREQs are used.

3.4.1 Inferring Paths to Relays
The labels already stored in the routing tables for some

destinations can be used to infer paths to other destinations
that appear as relays in such labels. Because FLR assumes
that data packets are forwarded incrementally (hop by hop)
using only the addresses of the intended destinations, a node

can forward a data packet for a destination to a neighbor
only if that neighbor has a valid route to that destination,
for otherwise the packet would simply elicit a RERR.

FLR can be extended with Source Routed Requests (SR-
REQ) that carry the path along which the request is for-
warded before it is answered by a relay or the destination.
The path to a destination is determined by executing a path
selection algorithm (i.e., Dijkstra) over the current set of all
active labels (paths) in the routing table. SRREQs over cal-
culated feasible paths avoid flooding the network and exploit
the path information already cached at nodes.

3.4.2 Multipath Routing
The use of labels is conducive to allowing multipath rout-

ing. Two approaches can be followed for multipath rout-
ing using FLR, and both require a node to store the la-
bel reported by each of its neighbors for a given destina-
tion. In FLR, node A should store the label for destination
D reported by its neighbor B (denoted by LA

DB) only if
LA

DB < FLA
D.

In one approach, a node with multiple paths to a destina-
tion uses all of its available paths balancing the traffic load
among them. The advantage of this approach is that it can
be used to reduce packet-delivery delays (e.g., [17]). In an-
other approach, a node uses only one path for a destination
and uses other paths when the currently used path is lost.
Because paths not being used may no longer be active in
one or more of the relays along the path, a node that needs
to use an alternate path must send a SRREQ in much the
same way as when a node infers paths from cached infor-
mation. The SRREQ is answered by the first relay with an
active route to the destination.

3.4.3 Using Reverse Paths
A RREQ initiated by a node can be used by nodes re-

ceiving the request to update their routing tables with a
route to the source of the RREQ in the reverse direction.
However, because of the necessity for accurate predecessor
information, the route cannot be used for data packet for-
warding. A route entry created from the reverse route in
a RREQ is valid for the reverse-route ttl, and a SRREQ is
used to validate the path before data packets are forwarded.
This allows the predecessor set to be built at nodes along
the path when the RREPs to the SRREQs are received.

3.4.4 Keeping Labels Unique
We note that the basic operation of FLR allows a node A

to accept a RREP from a neighbor B in which A ∈ Lrep
D .

As an example of this case, consider node A with LA
D 3

{X ⊕ . . . ⊕ D} and assume that node X changes its label
and feasible label to D to FLX

D = LX
D > LA

D after blocking
its predecessors for D. If node X needs to find a new path to
D and sends a RREQ, node A may be able to reply to X’s
RREQ if LA

D is smaller than the minimum feasible label of
the RREQ created byX. The reply from A would provideX
with a label Lx

D 3 {X⊕ . . .⊕D}. Obviously, node X should
not provide A with a label that already includes A, because
that indicates to X that it has outdated path information.

Hence, in general, if node A has an active route to desti-
nation D and label LA

D, it should not reply to any RREQ if
∃j| 0 < j ≤ |pathreq| ∧ (eidj (pathreq) ∈LA

D ∨ srcreq ∈

LA
D), where |pathreq| is the number of elements in the label.
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3.4.5 Using Destination-Sequenced Labels
We define a destination-sequenced label DL as the union

of a label L and a sequence number assigned to L by the
last element of the label, denoted by SN(L). The relational
operators for two labels defined in Eq 2 can be extended to
destination-sequenced labels. Let DL1 = L1 ∪ SN(L1) and
DL2 = L2 ∪ SN(L2), then

DL1 = DL2 if { SN(L1) = SN(L2) ∧ L1 = L2 } (3)

DL1 > DL2 if

�
SN(L1) < SN(L2) ∨

{ SN(L1) = SN(L2) ∧ L1 > L2}

DL1 < DL2 if

�
SN(L1) > SN(L2) ∨

{ SN(L1) = SN(L2) ∧ L1 < L2}

With the relational operators of Eq. 3, the same suffi-
cient conditions for loop-free routing using labels introduced
in Section 2 can be shown to also hold for destination-
sequenced labels. Hence, FLR can be based on destination-
sequenced labels and destination-sequenced feasible labels.

To take advantage of sequence numbers as part of labels,
SLC must be modified to allow the destination to increase
its own sequence number each time it answers a RREQ:

SLC-DL: (Start Label Condition for Destination-Sequenced La-
bels). Node I can issue a RREP responding to a
RREQ for destination D if I has an active route to
D and DLI

D < MFDL
req
D . If I = D, then node I

increments SN(LD
D) before it sends its RREP (which

specifies DL
rep
D = LD

D) over the reverse path traversed
by the RREQ.

RLC can be modified into an RLC with destination se-
quenced labels (RLC-DL), so that when node A has to orig-
inate a RREQ it increments the sequence number of the min-
imum destination sequenced feasible label (MFDL) sent in
the RREQ. Doing so amounts to a generalization AODV’s
sequence numbering approach. The advantage of modifying
RLC this way is that, as we state in the next section, no
packet filtering based on predecessors is needed to prevent
data packets from looping when RERRs are sent unreliably.
The disadvantage is that fewer intermediate nodes are able
to satisfy SLC-DL and generate a RREP.

A limitation with any optimization of FLR based on des-
tination sequenced labels is that sequence numbers must be
handled carefully when nodes reboot, a network partitions,
and sequence numbers wrap around. However, there are
many heuristics that solve such problems in practice [4].

3.5 Forwarding Data Packets
Thus far we have stated that RERRs are sent reliably

to the predecessors of a node. However, achieving reliable
transmissions of control packets intended for multiple desti-
nations is not practical in MANETs that rely on contention-
based MAC protocols (e.g., IEEE 802.11 DCF). Hence, the
operation of FLR needs to be modified slightly to accommo-
date an unreliable link layer.

A simple way to accommodate an unreliable MAC proto-
col in FLR consists of allowing nodes to broadcast RERRs
unreliably, and requiring nodes to determine if a packet that
needs to be forwarded was received from a predecessor or
not. Because a node that sends a RERR for a destination
empties its predecessor set for the destination, it follows that
no packets can traverse loops if nodes forward packets only

when they are received from valid predecessors. Accord-
ingly, when node A receives a data packet for destination
D from neighbor B, node A forwards the packet to its own
next hop for destination D if the node has an active route
for D and B ∈ PSA

D. Otherwise, node A drops the packet
and sends a RERR for destination D to node B.

Packet filtering is not needed if destination-sequenced la-
bels are used and nodes that originate RREQs increase the
sequence number for the destination in the MFDL carried
in the RREQ. This is because nodes that use a given node
A in their paths to a destination are unable to satisfy SLC-
DL unless they have a destination-sequenced label with a
sequence number that is larger than the one in the RREQ.

4. APPLICATION TO DSR AND AODV
FLR can be simplified by using node labels directly in-

stead of feasible labels. With such simplification, a node
simply maintains its current label, next hop and predecessor
set for a destination; a RREQ carries the smallest label of
any of the nodes that relayed the RREQ (MLreq

D ) instead of
MFLreq

D ; and ALC, SLC, MLC and RLC are implemented
usingMLreq

D instead of MFLreq
D . This simplification is prac-

tical when links have unit cost only.
The above simplification can be used in two ways related

to DSR. One approach consists of using the simplified sig-
naling of FLR, which essentially adds MLreq

D in RREQs to
DSR’s signaling and requires using ALC, SLC, MLC and
RLC, together with source-routed data packets. The other
approach consists of using FLR’s simplified signaling to-
gether with the packet filtering described in Section 3.5, so
that loop-free packet forwarding can be enforced using only
the destinations of the data packets on a hop-by-hop basis.

A “path-oriented” version of AODV can be attained using
FLR with: the above simplification, destination-sequenced
labels, and RLC-DL. This application of FLR is of interest if
data-packet filtering based on predecessor information can-
not be implemented in a MANET in which RERRs are deliv-
ered unreliably. Although the use of destination-sequenced
labels increases the likelihood of intermediate nodes being
able to send RREPs to RREQs compared to AODV, this ap-
proach does not perform better than the basic FLR scheme.
This is because RLC-DL reduces the likelihood of interme-
diate nodes being able to answer RREQs compared to RLC.

The performance results presented in Section 7 for net-
works in which all link costs are equal are indicative of how a
simplified FLR approach would perform. Important reasons
why FLR performs so much better than DSR and AODV is
that nodes apply SLC to reply to RREQs and ALC to ac-
cept RREPs in FLR and not in DSR and AODV. In DSR,
this results in source routes leading to relays that must drop
packets, and in AODV this translates into forcing the desti-
nations to reply to RREQs more often than in FLR.

5. FLR EXAMPLE
Figure 1(a) shows the directed acyclic successor graph for

destination E in a six-node network. The feasible labels
for destination E at each node are shown for time t1 next
to each node. Nodes A, B, D and F have active flows for
node E. The label for destination E at the nodes is not
shown separately, because the feasible labels are equal to
the assigned labels.

Node C does not have an active route to node E and
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therefore has an invalid label L∞. The labels marked in the
figure are composed of tuples of (id, cost). The predecessor
sets maintained at nodes F and B are PSF

E = {B} and
PSB

E = {A}, respectively.

5.1 Update Activity
Link e2 fails at time t > t1, and node B broadcasts a

RERR. This RERR may not be received by A due to the
unreliability of the MAC layer, but node B removes A from
PSB

E . Node B now initiates a new computation (B, IDB)
searching for a route for E using a feasible label {(B, 1),
(F, 1), (E, 0)}.

When node A receives B’s RREQ, it cannot satisfy SLC
and must relay the RREQ. The RREQ relayed by A is
dropped by B, because it cannot engage itself again in com-
putation (B, IDB). B’s RREQ is relayed by node C, be-
cause node C does not have an active route and therefore
SLC cannot be satisfied.

Node D generates a RREP when it receives the RREQ
relayed by C, because it satisfies SLC. The RREP from D
carries the label LrpD

E = {(D, 1), (E, 0)}. Node C can accept
this RREP, and updates its routing table, setting LC

E =
FLC

E = {(C, 5), (D, 1), (E, 0)}. Node C adds node B to its
predecessor set PSC

D for D and forwards the RREP carrying
the label {(C, 5), (D, 1), (E, 0)}.

When node B receives the RREP from C, it updates its
routing table and makes sBE = C. Given that B already
sent a RERR for destination E to is predecessors, it can
reset its feasible label. Accordingly, node B sets LB

E and
FLB

E to {(B, 1), (C, 5), (D, 1), (E, 0)}. The feasible labels
for destination E at time t2 are shown in Fig.1(b).

If on the other hand, B was performing a local repair,
then it would have sent a RERR to A only after processing
the RREP from C. The RERR would not be sent if C had
offered a label satisfying ALC with local repair, in which
case A would not have received a RERR from B.

5.2 Loop Detection
To illustrate loop detection in FLR, let us assume that

the RERR sent by B was not received by node A. Node A
still considers node B as its successor for E according to its
routing table, and the ordering of the feasible labels along
the path to E has been violated due to the undelivered route
error.

Assume that node C becomes a source for destination E
time t2 + ε. Because node C has an active route to E, a
new RREQ is not started, and if forwards data packets to
its next hop D. Now, at time t > t2 + ε, link e1 fails. Node
C detects the link failure and notifies B through a broadcast
RERR that is not received by B. Node B maintains C as its
next hop to destination E, and node C has removed node
B from PSC

E .
Now node C starts a new route computation (C, IDC)

and issues a new RREQ with feasible label {(C, 5), (D, 1),
(E, 0)}. Node A satisfies SLC with a lower cost label {(A, 1),
(B, 1), (F, 1), (E, 0)} and issues a RREP with its current
label for E. Node C accepts A’s RREP because it satisfies
ALC and makes A its successor for destination E, creating
a routing-table loop among nodes A,B and C.

Fig. 1(c) shows the directed successor graph for destina-
tion E at time t3 after node C updates its routing table.
However, this loop cannot persist, because A is no longer in
the predecessor list of B, which forces B to drop any data
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Figure 1: Illustration of FLR.

packet it receives from A and to send a RERR to A in each
case. If A never sends a data packet, then the routing-table
loop is broken when node A’s route entry expires. The same
argument applies between nodes B and C.

6. ANALYSIS OF FLR
We prove that FLR as described in Sections 3.1 to 3.3 is

loop-free at every instant if reliable RERRs can be delivered.
We additionally show that, if RERRs must be sent unreli-
ably, temporary routing-table loops caused by undelivered
RERRs are broken within a finite time and data packets
are never forwarded in a loop. We then demonstrate that
a source requesting a route to a given destination must be
able to establish a path if the network is connected and sta-
ble for a sufficiently long period of time after an arbitrary
sequence of topology changes.

6.1 Loop-Freedom in FLR

Theorem 2. In FLR, RREQs and RREPs do not loop.

Proof. For a given route computation (A, IDA), a node
may be passive, engaged, or active. A node can become ac-
tive in a route computation at most once, because it main-
tains the identifiers it assigns to the RREQs it originates.
A router can engage in a route computation only when the
the corresponding RREQ does not include the node in the
path traversed by the RREQ. Hence, any RREQ can tra-
verse only a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which may be a
directed tree if no node relays the RREQ more than once,
and any path traversed by a RREQ is free of loops.
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Because RREPs are forwarded along the reverse path tra-
versed by the corresponding RREQs, it follows that the
RREPs must traverse loop-free paths. Furthermore, if the
source route request (SRREQ) optimization is used, the SR-
REQ travels the loop-free path specified in the SRREQ by
its source.

Theorem 3. FLR ensures that, if RERRs are sent reli-
ably and path P = {nk, ..., n1} exists at some point in time
as defined by the successor entries of the nodes along the
path, it is true that FLni

n1
> FL

ni−1
n1 , for i ∈ [2, k].

Proof. For path P to exist at a given time t, it must be
true that all nodes in P have a valid successor. According
to ALC, node ni can make ni−1 its successor for destination
n1 if it received a RREP from ni−1 and either Lrep

n1
< FLni

n1

or ni sent a RERR reliably to every node in its predecessor
set, which forces all such nodes to stop using ni as their
successor for n1. Hence, if P exists at time t, every node ni

(i ∈ [2, k]) must have accepted a RREP from ni−1 with Lrep
n1

< FLni
n1

. Because FL
ni−1
n1 ≤ L

ni−1
n1 = Lrep

n1
, the theorem is

true.

Theorem 4. FLR is loop-free at every instant if RERRs
are delivered reliably.

Proof. Let node I initiate a RREP for destination D
and let the RREP traverse the path P={n1,...,nj}, where
n1 = I (maybe the destination D) and nj = A. Let the path
from I to D be Q={m1, ..., mk}, where m1= D and mk =
I and Q can be null if n1 = D.

For a loop to form, node A must be on the path Q and
must change successors after processing the RREP gener-
ated by I. From Theorem 2, path P must be loop free.
Thereby, if n1 =D, node A cannot form a loop after process-
ing I’s RREP. If n1 6= D we must show that it is impossible
for A to be on I’s successor graph.

Assume that, at time t0, path Q exists and is loop free
and at time t1 node A changes successors after processing I’s
RREP. Node I sends its RREP along the loop-free path P
to A, carrying Lrep

D = LI
D(t0). Let node A be some node mi,

1 < i < k and let mi+1 be its predecessor. From Theorem 3
we have that FLI

D(t0) > FLA
D(t0). Node A’s routing-table

entry for destination D can be in one of the following states.
Case (i): Node A has an invalidated route, which means

A reliably notified its predecessor mi+1, and the path Q no
longer exists. Hence, node A cannot form a loop when it
processes the RREP from I.

Case (ii): Node A has an active route. We know that Lrep
D

≥ LI
D(t0) ≥ FLI

D(t0) > FLA
D(t0). At any time t0 ≤ t ≤ t1,

node A’s feasible label FLA
D could have only decreased if A

lies on path Q within this time interval. Hence, FLA
D(t1) ≤

FLA
D(t0). Now Lrep

D ≥ FLA
D(t1), so node A will not process

the RREP, because it does not satisfy ALC. If A increased
its feasible label when it chose a new successor, then it must
have reliably notified mi+1 with a RERR, which reduces to
case (i). Therefore, no loop cannot form in this case.

Case (iii): Node A has an invalidated route and is per-
forming a local repair operation. As discussed for Case (ii),
ALC is not satisfied at A when I’s RREP is received. Al-
though node A processes the RREP, it must send a RERR
reliably to its predecessor set because FLA

D(t1)≤ Lrep
D . Hence,

the path Q is no longer valid, because node mi+1 stops using
node ni as successor. Therefore, no loops can form in this
case.

We now prove that, if an undelivered RERR causes a loop
after nodes reset their feasible label according to RLC or
ALC, then data packets are never forwarded along the loop
and the routing-table loop is broken within finite time.

Theorem 5. FLR ensures that data packets never flow
in loops and routing-table loops can exist only temporarily.

Proof. A routing-table loop can form only when the or-
dering criteria of Theorem 3 is violated. This means that
along a path P = {nk, ..., n1} for destination n1, ∃i, i ∈
[2, k−1], FL

ni+1
n1

< FLni
n1

. Node ni or node ni+1 can never
update its routing table to create this condition, unless node
ni sent a RERR as per ALC or RLC before increasing its
feasible label FLni

nk
.

For the ordering violation to occur, ni+1 must not have
received the RERR. Before increasing the feasible label at
ni, it removes ni+1 from the predecessor list. With the or-
dering criteria violated, a loop can be formed at a later time
if node ni’s route request is replied to by a node upstream
of ni+1 or node ni+1 itself. Assume such a loop is formed.
If ni receives a data packet from ni+1, then node ni must
drop the data packet, and send a RERR for destination n1

to ni+1, because it received a data packet from a node that
is not in the predecessor set for n1. If node ni+1 receives the
RERR, it invalidates its route to n1 and the loop is termi-
nated. On the other hand, if ni+1 never sends a data packet,
then the route entry expires and it no longer uses ni as its
next hop. Therefore, the routing-table loop terminates as
both events are bounded by a finite-time duration, and data
packets are never forwarded in loops even if the underlying
routing table has loops.

6.2 Correct Termination in FLR
We now prove that any source is able to establish a route

to a destination within finite time if there is a physical path
between the source and the destination, and the network is
stable and error-free after an arbitrary sequence of topology
changes. We assume that reliable RERRs can be delivered
in the network.

Lemma 1. If an intermediate node I initiates a RREP
for destination D using SLC in response to a RREQ from
A that traversed a path P , then the concatenation of path P
and the successor path from I to D is loop-free.

Proof. Let the RREQ initiated by A traverse the path
P={n1,... nk−1} before it is received by I. From Theorem 2,
it follows that path P is loop-free. Assume that node I has a
path Q={m1,...,mk−1} to destination D, which is its current
successor path for the active route. We have to show that
any node n ∈ P is not the same as any m ∈ Q for the lemma
to be true. If Q is empty, then the lemma trivially true. We
consider the case where Q is not empty.

The proof is by contradiction. Due to the relaying pro-
cedure of RREQs, when the RREQ is received by node I,
it carries the minimum of the feasible labels (MFLreq

D ) of
the nodes along the path P . Since I has an active route
to D, by Theorem 3, we have along path Q from I to D,
FLI

D >FLm1

D > FLm2

D >... >FL
mk−1

D > FLD
D. At any in-

stant, we have LI
D ≥ FLI

D. For the RREQ to satisfy SLC
at node I, we must have LI

D < MFLreq
D . However, if any

node m ∈ Q is the same as any node n ∈ P , we will have
LI

D > MFLreq
D and node I cannot initiate the RREP sat-

isfying SLC. Therefore, the concatenation of path P and
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successor path of I must represent a loop-free path to the
destination.

Theorem 6. In a error-free stable connected network, FLR
ensures that a node A starting a route computation (A, IDA)
for a destination D establishes a successor path to the des-
tination within a finite time.

Proof. We consider the first RREP rpA to reach A for
the route computation (A, IDA). If multiple RREPs are
received, then node A can switch to better routes (i.e., routes
with smaller labels).

Let node A start a new route computation (A, IDA) for
destination D, by sending a RREQ, and let that RREQ
traverse the path P = {n1..nk−1} before arriving at node nk

(can be equal to D) which satisfies SLC. From lemma 1, if
nodes switch along path P concatenated with the successor
path from nk−1, they have a loop-free valid successor path
to the destination.

Let node nk generate a RREP to the RREQ from source
A. The proof must show that when nodes relay the reply
along the reverse path, nodes which are engaged in the com-
putation (A, IDA) after processing the reply have a valid
successor path to the destination.

We first prove that A establishes the successor path us-
ing the RREP relayed along path P when no node along
the path P is affected by another route discovery event for
D during the route computation (A, IDA). In this case, no
node along P satisfies SLC with A’s feasible label, for other-
wise that node would have responded to the RREQ instead
of nk. Each node n ∈ P must be in one of three states: (i) n
has no information about D, (ii) n’s information is invalid,
or (iii) n has an active route but SLC could not be satis-
fied. In Case (i), node n may use any RREP sent by nk. In
Case (ii), node n has an invalid route, which means that n
has notified any predecessors reliably through a RERR and
node n can process the RREP and update its route entry for
D. In Case (iii), node n can process the RREP and switch
successors if the reply offers a smaller label; if node n does
not switch successors, then it has a better route to D. In all
three cases, node n will then forward a new route reply with
its current label and forward it along the reverse path car-
ried in the RREP. Node A will receive the RREP, because
nodes in all states forward a RREP along the reverse path
of P .

We now show that simultaneous route discovery events for
destination D do not affect the route computation (A, IDA)
and nodes along path P relay a RREP to A. The three
following cases represent the events that can interfere with
the route computation of (A, IDA).

Case 1: During the computation period of (A, IDA), one
or more nodes ni ∈ P are engaged for route computations
(mi, IDmi

), for destination D, where mi /∈ P . Denote by
rpA the RREP initiated by route computation (A, IDA) and
by rpm the set of RREPs for (mi, IDmi

). From the previ-
ous discussion, node ni on processing rpA or any rpm, may
update its routing table and forward a new RREP along the
reverse path. If node ni receives rpA before any rpm, the
route computation (A, IDA) has completed at node ni. On
the other hand, if rpA was received after a rp ∈ rpm, then
this reduces to case (iii) above, when there are no other
simultaneous route discovery events and node ni may im-
prove its route after processing rpA. In either sequence of
events, node ni forwards a new RREP with its current label

along the reverse path to A, which ensures that the route
computation (A, IDA) is not affected by actions at ni.

Case 2: Nodes mi ∈ P become active during the route
computation period of (A, IDA). A node mi becoming ac-
tive for destination D is equivalent to the node being en-
gaged in a new route computation for D. This reduces to
Case 1 and the route computation for (mi, IDmi

) cannot
interfere with that of (A, IDA).

Case 3: One or more nodes mi ∈ P are engaged and one
or more nodes mj ∈ P are active for route computations
to destination D. From Case 2, nodes that are active for
a route computation to destination D reduce to the case
of being engaged in the route computation. Hence, we can
consider mj ∈ P to be engaged. So from Case 1, the route
computations cannot interfere with that of (A, IDA).

Therefore, the nodes along path P engaged for the route
computation (A, IDA) are not affected by simultaneous
route discovery events for destination D that can occur.
Node A receives the RREP forwarded along the reverse path
of P and establishes a successor path to the destination
within a finite time given that each message is exchanged
within a finite time.

7. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We present results for FLR over varying loads and mobil-

ity. The protocols used for our comparison with FLR are
DSR, AODV, and OLSR, which are representative of the
state of the art in routing protocols for MANETs. Simula-
tions are run in Qualnet[18]. The parameters are set as in
[12].

Simulations were performed on two scenarios, a 50-node
network with terrain dimensions of 1500m x 300m, and a
100-node network with terrain dimensions of 2200m x 600m.
Traffic loads were CBR sources with a data packet size of
512 bytes. Load was varied by using 10 flows (at 10 packets
per second) and 30 flows (at 4 packets per second). The
MAC layer used was IEEE 802.11 with a transmission range
of 275m and throughput 2 Mbps. The simulated time is
900 seconds. Node velocity was set between 1 m/s and 20
m/s. Flows have a an exponentially distributed length with
a mean of 60 seconds. Each combination (number of nodes,
traffic flows, scenario, routing protocol and pause time) was
repeated for nine (9) trials using different random seeds.

We address four performance metrics. Delivery ratio is
the ratio of the packets delivered per client/server CBR flow.
Latency is the end to end delay measured for the data pack-
ets reaching the server from the client. The network load
is the total number of control packets divided by the num-
ber of received data packets. Data hops is the number of
hops traversed by each data packet (including initiating and
forwarding) divided by the total number of received pack-
ets in the network. This metric takes into account packets
dropped due to forwarding along incorrect paths, and pro-
vides a measure of the quality of the routes.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of the different met-
rics by averaging over all pause times for the 50-node and
100-node networks. The columns show the mean value and
95% confidence interval. Two versions of FLR were sim-
ulated. One version is FLR without any of the optimiza-
tions discussed in Section 3.4 (FLR) and the other version
(FLR-Opt) incorporates only the optimizations discussed in
Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.3. As the tables show, the
average performance of the FLR-Opt and FLR across the
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Table 2: Performance average over all pause times for 50 nodes network
Protocol Flows Delivery Ratio Latency (sec) Net Load Data Hops
FLR 10 0.9701±0.0108 0.0858±0.0303 0.1872±0.0557 2.5371±0.1833
FLR (Opt) 10 0.9705±0.0108 0.0886±0.0323 0.1888±0.0549 2.5228±0.1822
AODV 10 0.9545±0.0193 0.1151±0.0497 0.5980±0.2286 2.5531±0.1994
DSR 10 0.7929±0.0654 1.4612±0.5874 0.5373±0.1982 1.7331±0.2140
OLSR 10 0.8543±0.0396 0.3479±0.1390 0.8048±0.0883 2.3968±0.1740
FLR 30 0.9078±0.0284 0.4523±0.1718 0.7012±0.2190 2.5604±0.2086
FLR (Opt) 30 0.9108±0.0276 0.4494±0.1820 0.6835±0.2062 2.5539±0.2067
AODV 30 0.7647±0.0558 1.9168±0.6460 3.8584±1.1390 2.9681±0.3422
DSR 30 0.7378±0.0654 5.6598±1.5812 0.6013±0.1858 1.6920±0.2149
OLSR 30 0.8204±0.0381 1.3499±0.4458 0.6958±0.0744 2.3850±0.1720

Table 3: Performance average over all pause times for 100 nodes network
Protocol Flows Delivery Ratio Latency (sec) Net Load Data Hops
FLR 10 0.8843±0.0282 0.2986±0.0942 1.0687±0.2895 3.9787±0.4724
FLR (Opt) 10 0.8863±0.0276 0.2996±0.0999 1.0639±0.2881 3.9506±0.4737
AODV 10 0.8359±0.0377 0.3536±0.0994 3.4476±0.9873 4.1541±0.5312
DSR 10 0.6774±0.0714 1.9072±0.4109 2.3397±0.8379 3.6690±0.5417
OLSR 10 0.6976±0.0547 2.1138±0.7194 5.7178±0.7198 3.9137±0.4811
FLR 30 0.7821±0.0363 0.9192±0.2126 2.9053±0.6039 4.0680±0.4520
FLR (Opt) 30 0.7863±0.0321 0.9044±0.1837 2.8382±0.5246 4.0883±0.4251
AODV 30 0.5619±0.0997 3.5194±1.3503 33.6577±35.7988 5.9871±0.8752
DSR 30 0.6266±0.0666 6.2102±1.3701 2.5235±0.7824 3.6898±0.4264
OLSR 30 0.6269±0.0461 6.4852±1.6194 5.3037±0.6408 4.0117±0.4518

difference metrics are statistically the same. In the rest of
the section, therefore, we discuss the results with respect to
the unoptimized version of FLR.

Figs. 6, 5, 8, and 9 show the delivery ratio for different
pause times in the 50-node and 100-node scenario. Con-
fidence intervals(95%) are shown with vertical bars in the
graphs. FLR has a very consistent performance across all
scenarios and outperforms other protocols in most cases.
The exception occurs in scenarios with many flows and low
mobility, where OLSR seems to do better.

The control overhead over different pause times for 10
flows and 30 flows in the 100-node scenario is shown in Fig.
2 and Fig.3, respectively. The end-to-end delay over differ-
ent pause times for 10-flows and 30-flows in the 100-node
scenario is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig.7, respectively.

The reason for AODV’s poor performance in the 100-node
scenarios can be explained. RREQs in AODV are mostly an-
swered by the destination, which is bad news in the 100-node
network because the network diameter is large and RREQs
are answered after traversing long paths to the destinations.
The RREQs congest the MAC layer and cause packet colli-
sions. In turn, packet losses necessitate more RREQs, result-
ing in more control overhead. The large confidence intervals
of the control overhead in AODV indicate that some cases
produce many more route search floods than others. On the
other hand, RREQs in FLR are answered by intermediate
nodes with high likelihood, resulting in less control over-
head and variance, because RREQs do not flood the entire
network.

In the scenarios with 10 flows and 50 nodes, FLR has a
data delivery (0.9701 ± 0.0108) that is statistically equiv-
alent to that of AODV (although the confidence intervals
barely overlap). FLR has the lowest control overhead at
0.1872 ± 0.0557 and data delivery latency of 0.0858 ± 0.0303
secs. DSR only achieves a packet delivery of 0.7929 ± 0.0654.

In scenarios with 50 nodes and 30 flows, FLR has the
highest data delivery (0.9078 ± 0.0284) followed by OLSR

at 0.8204 ± 0.0381, whereas AODV manages only 0.7647
± 0.0558, followed by DSR with 0.7378 ± 0.0654. FLR
has the lowest latency (0.4523 ± 0.1718 secs). The control
overhead of FLR is 0.7012 ± 0.219, compared to AODV’s
3.8584 ± 1.1390. OLSR has a low control overhead, which
we can expect due to network partitions that force the on-
demand protocols to flood regularly, therefore causing addi-
tional overhead. DSR’s low control overhead is due to stale
cached routes along which data packets are attempted to
be routed. Route errors are received for the invalid source
routes, and this long delay forces data packets to be dropped
and the necessity for route searches is avoided. Routes are
established after a long delay, which correlates with DSR
having the worst latency (5.6598 ± 1.5812) and data deliv-
ery (0.7378 ± 0.0654) among all protocols.

In the 100-node configuration with 10 flows at 100 pps,
FLR has the highest data delivery (0.8843 ± 0.0282), while
AODV delivers 0.8359 ± 0.0377 and DSR manages a de-
livery of 0.6774 ± 0.0714. FLR exhibits the lowest control
overhead (1.0687 ± 0.2895), whereas the latency of AODV
and FLR are statistically equivalent. AODV shows huge
performance problems in the 30-flow (120pps) scenario and
has the lowest packet delivery (0.5619 ± 0.0997). In the
high-mobility scenarios, we were not able to obtain tight
bounds on performance and overall the net load of AODV.

In the 100-node, 30-flow scenario, FLR has the lowest con-
trol overhead (2.9053 ± 0.6039), latency (0.9192 ± 0.2126)
and the highest delivery ratio (.7821 ± 0.0363).

The data hops metric provides a measure of the accuracy
of the routes used for forwarding. FLR, AODV and OLSR
have statistically equivalent data hops across all scenarios,
except in the scenario with 30 flows and 100 nodes where
AODV incurs max data hops, while DSR exhibits the low-
est data hops throughout. The data hops metric reflects the
number of hops traversed by each data packet whether or
not it is delivered. In AODV, packets are dropped at inter-
mediate nodes due to route failures, whereas in OLSR data
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Figure 2: Control overhead ratio (100 nodes, 10
flows, 100 pps)

packets can temporarily traverse loops before being deliv-
ered or can get dropped due to lack of routes. The low data
hops measure of DSR is due to stale source routes, which
causes packets with invalid source routes to be dropped at
the intermediate nodes. FLR’s data hops in correlation with
the packet delivery ratio shows the high accuracy of the ac-
tive routes.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We extended sufficient conditions for loop-free routing

previously stated for distances to labels that are ordered
lexicographically. We introduced the feasible label routing
(FLR) protocol as an illustration of how loop-free routing
can be attained using path information on demand while
allowing data-packet forwarding on the basis of the packet
destinations only.

In FLR, nodes are ordered according to their labels to a
destination to provide instantaneous loop-freedom. A node
resets its label (path) for a destination when its route fails.
Reseting labels requires a reliable route error message to pre-
decessors. To cope with the case in which the MAC layer of a
MANET does not support reliable transmissions efficiently,
we proposed using a local data-packet filtering action to de-
tect and break routing-table loops caused when RERRs are
sent unreliably. Simulation results show that FLR signifi-
cantly outperforms DSR, AODV, and OLSR.
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Figure 4: End-to-end latency (100 nodes, 10 flows,
100 pps)
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Figure 5: Delivery (100 nodes, 30 flows, 120 pps)
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Figure 6: Delivery (100 nodes, 10 flows, 100 pps)
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Figure 7: End-to-end latency (100 nodes, 30-flow,
120pps)
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Figure 8: Delivery (50 nodes, 10 flows, 100 pps)
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Figure 9: Delivery (50 nodes, 30 flows, 120pps)
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